Microsoft Teams Phone for HR Professionals

HR professionals need tools that help them coordinate interviews, onboarding, and training, as well as managing other regulated operations critical to the health of the business.

With Microsoft Teams Phone, communication and collaboration are brought together for a simpler, more connected experience.

My main goal as a HR manager is always to put people at the top of our decisions. Using Teams is now like the air that you breathe... It’s a big way we’ve been able to reduce costs across the organization, which coupled with a more centralized working model and less commuting for employees means everyone is feeling the benefits.”

Giulio Enrico Pozzetti
HR Director, Manzoni

Optimize your candidate's experience from first contact with a rich calling interface that brings together audio, video, captioning, translation and more.

Uplift a chat to a call in one click for times when a call is more appropriate, or you simply require a more immediate response.

Easily transfer calls between your desktop and mobile for freedom to go where work takes you.

With CRM integration automatically have employee/candidate records pulled up as incoming calls come in.

Collaborate and communicate with your team on new or existing documents whether on a chat, meeting or a call, without leaving Teams.

Learn more
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